
 

 
Froebelian School 

Transition Welcome Letter 
Tuesday 7 September 2021 

 
The ethos theme for the first week of term will be: 
 

We help others to feel welcome. 
 

Dear Transition Parent, 
 
Welcome to your child’s first term in Transition and a very special welcome to Isla and Rosabella who are new to 
Transition and the Froebelian Family. I hope you have all had a relaxing summer break.  
 
Firstly, I would like to thank you in advance for helping your child to complete their holiday homework - ‘All About 
Me’ sheet and their decorated person. I’d be grateful if you could send this work in with your child when they 
return to school. 
 
Subject Information:  
You will find a class timetable in your child’s planner, which will be sent home on Friday with their reading book. 
Transition will have a PE lesson on a Thursday and Games on a Friday, so please send your child into school 
wearing their PE kit, including trainers on these days. Both lessons will be taught by Mr Heseltine. I have put 
together some further information in this letter which you will hopefully find useful. 
 
During the first half of the Autumn term our topic will be ‘Dinosaur Planet.’ THIS TOPIC INFORMATION IS TOP 

SECRET SO PLEASE DO NOT MENTION THIS TO YOUR CHILD! We will be starting the topic with a  on 
Wednesday 15 September when we have an exciting day planned to kick start our learning. During the following 
weeks, we will be looking closely at ancient fossils and we will study reptiles to understand how dinosaurs may 
have lived and eventually died out. We’ll learn about the great fossil hunter, Mary Anning, and follow in her 
footsteps studying dinosaur teeth and bones to find out what dinosaurs liked to eat. Learning dinosaur names, 
creating riddles, writing fantastic fact files and creating exciting dinosaur stories are some of the other activities in 
which we’ll be involved. We’ll also use our artistic skills to make our own fossils and model dinosaurs. Our 
Geographical skills will come into play as we locate continents and oceans, whilst in Maths we will be introduced 
to measurement as we look at the size of the dinosaurs. After the October half term break, we will be moving 
onto a new topic. Further information about our Hook Day will follow shortly. 
 
Times Tables Tests: 
Times tables tests will take place every Thursday and I will send home information explaining which table we will 
be looking at on a weekly basis. The first test will be on the 10X table in the correct order and will be held on 
Thursday 16 September. The test will be out of thirteen and will start with 1 x 10 = 10 up to 12 x 10 = 120. The last 
question will be 0 x 10. If children attain full marks they will receive a merit badge. In future weeks, a star badge 
will be given if a child has achieved a higher mark than the mark achieved in the previous week’s test. However, 
these badges will be ‘on loan’ to the children and if they don’t achieve full marks the following week, they will 
need to return their badge. Please encourage your child to wear their badges with pride! 
 
Spelling Tests: 
A list of ten words will be sent home on a Monday. These words will reflect the phonemes (sounds) which 
Transition will be working on during that week as part of our daily phonics lessons. Please be aware that your 
child will not yet have learnt all of the sounds when they bring their list home. Friday of each week will be a 
consolidation lesson. Your child could start slowly learning the words as the week progresses as they will be able 
to tell you which words they have been looking at each day. You will also have the weekend to practise ready for 
the test on Monday morning.  
 
The test will be out of 15. Ten words will be words from the list. Five words will be new words which use the same 
spelling pattern as the other words on the list. For example, when learning ‘ee,’ the words might be bee, teeth 



and I might then ask the children how to spell ‘feet.’ This ensures the children can apply their new knowledge. 
    
If children attain full marks they will receive a merit badge. Star badges will be given out if a child has achieved a 
higher mark than the mark achieved in the previous week’s test. Your child will be bringing home a list of ten key 
words on their first day back at school and there will be a test on these words on Monday 13 September. I will not 
be adding on an extra five words for their first test. 
 
Tests will begin during the week beginning 13 September. All test scores will be considered when selecting a child 
for the Form Prize which is awarded at Speech Night at the end of the academic year. 
 
Homework: 
Homework day will be a Friday and all homework should be returned on the following Monday morning. On a 
Friday your child will come home with their homework folder/book. They will also have their home reading book 
to read over the weekend and their test book, so you can see how your child has performed in their weekly tests 
during the week. We’d be grateful if you could sign the planner, each time your child reads, indicate which page 
your child has read up to and feel free to write a brief note telling us how they found the book, if they struggled 
or sailed through the text. If, for any reason, the homework is not completed, please send a short note/post it 
into school, email me or speak to me or Mrs Mould.  
 
Backing Books: 
During the first week back, your child will be bringing home their homework book and test book, which will need 
backing in transparent sticky back plastic to make them stronger. Once backed, we’d be grateful if you could 
return the named books on Monday morning if possible. 
 
Water bottles:  
Named sports top water bottles (preferably 330ml size and no larger than 500 ml), should be filled with water and 
sent into school for your child to drink throughout the day. These will be sent home most days for washing and 
they can be returned to school the following day. Please fill the bottle at home but, to avoid spills, please 
encourage your child to hold their bottle rather than putting it into their school bag. 
 
Extra Curricular: 
Please send any bookings for Extra-Curricular Clubs to office@froebelian.co.uk as soon as possible. We will then 
advise you on Friday 10 September if your child has a place in the requested clubs as some of the classes can only 
take limited numbers. All activities will begin the week commencing Monday 13 September, unless you are 
informed otherwise. 
 
Wednesday 8 September: 
I am not able to be in school on Wednesday this week but I will be in school with Transition on Thursday. Mrs 
Falconer, one of our regular supply teachers, will be with the children during my absence. Mrs Falconer knows the 
Transition children well from her work in Froebelian over the last couple of years. 
 
General: 
As the children are now in Transition, we actively encourage them to become more independent. Part of this 
involves your child unpacking their own school bag in a morning but we will remind the children to check their 
bags for letters, books etc. If you have any questions, however large or small, we have an open door policy and 
we will be available to speak to you most days before or after school. Alternatively, please call 0113 2583047 or 
email me on j.miller@froebelian.co.uk  
 
Both Mrs Mould and I are looking forward to getting to know you and working together. We have a brand new 
shiny classroom, along with a very exciting and productive year planned for your child. I hope that your child 
enjoys the new challenges and approaches to learning that Transition has to offer. 
 
Best wishes 
 
Joanna Miller - Transition Form Teacher, KS1 Lead 
Sam Mould - Transition Classroom Assistant 
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